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Publisher’s Message

The founder of modernist architecture, Swiss architect Le Corbusier, once said: “Space 
and light and order. Those are the things that men need just as much as they need bread 
or a place to sleep.” This has always been an inspiring theme for me as I have built 
my family of lighting companies and watched them evolve into one of the most diverse  
collections of lighting brands today.

With this in mind, I am proud to bring you the inaugural issue of Larger Than Light, a 
magazine where space, light and order are explored in the visionary style of my Littman 
Brands. Larger Than Light is a new form of expression for us, as we look at the world of 
high style and décor within the context of our lighting products. It reflects not only our 
passion for quality and design, but the depth of our artistic creativity and technological 
innovation, which the Littman family has enriched over the last 85 years.

If there is one consistent theme found in the following pages, it is that we have suc-
cessfully pushed the lines of traditional lighting manufacturing and design, transcending 
the category of décor. Decades of experience in lighting design, R & D and manufac-
turing have given our products strong contextual references, born out in details such 
as imported artisan glass, bias cut crystal, delicate Japanese papers, hand-wrapped 
silk shades and the latest electronic innovations (including high-performance, energy 
efficient LEDs with integrated heat sinks engineered and machined right into the finished 
fixture design). From “Get the Look” to “Trend Watch,” we provide inspirations and  
aspirations that highlight our extraordinary range of lighting brands — whether it’s 
glamour, timelessness, casualness, technical precision or the simplicity of contemporary 
form you seek. For many of the feature contributions in this magazine, we sought out 
the expertise of today’s top design luminaries, who offer real-life advice and tips of the 
trade. In the interview with British-born designer Kathryn M. Ireland, for example, you 
will discover why she believes “lighting sets the stage” for a room while learning the 
key to striking the right balance of light in a space.

Ultimately, we created Larger Than Light for one simple reason: to give you 
an opportunity to realize your visions. It’s more than a resource for selecting 
lighting for your home or project; it’s a resource for achieving inspired 
design and inspired life.

Wishing you the very best space, light and order.

David Littman
Publisher/President of the Littman Brands

Graffiti
by Corbett Lighting
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Get The Look
Create instant drama in a traditional space by 
introducing a chandelier with pure razzle-dazzle

HELLO DAH-LING 
Posh crystal and 
polished nickel-like 
jewelry result in a vixen-
worthy chandelier.

HIGH DRAMA 
Floor-to-ceiling drapes bring 
a theatrical, luxurious touch. 

SURPRISE ELEMENT 
A mod lavender loveseat in  
a traditional living room is 
unexpected.

SHINING 
STARS 
Polished metal 
and crystal make 
any room shine.

La Scala 
by Corbett Lighting

Vixen 
by Corbett Lighting

Sterling 
by Hudson Valley Lighting® 

Inertia
by Corbett Lighting

BRIGHT SIDE
The table’s chrome 
base plays off the 
chandelier, giving a 
high-polish finish.
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Trend Watch

Patina Style 
Linda Merrill of Linda Merrill Decorative Surroundings
“The ‘old-world’ Belgian design style that has been 
in for a couple of years is still going strong. It features 
weathered gray oaks, the natural patina of age and use, 
the weighty feeling of good construction and it’s ready to last 
generations. Nothing is overly fussy or precious.”

Statement Makers 
Christopher Coleman of Christopher  
Coleman Interior Design 
”Choosing a lighting fixture, is often like 
selecting the perfect piece of jewelry or 
accessory. Too much and you’ve gone 
overboard. Too little and one risks going 
unnoticed. I’m drawn to objects and furnishings that tell   
a story or make a dramatic impact on a space whether   
that involves color, texture, material selection or shape.”

Three interior designers 
share design trends that 
light up their inspiration

Soft & Stylish 
Tim Campbell of  
Studio Tim Campbell 
“Sconces and lamps provide a stylish, 
personal way to dress a room and can 
create a specific look, since the range 
in design choices is limitless. I think 
the trend is driven by our desire to create warmer, more 
personal environments today. Both sconces and lamps 

provide light at a room’s mid-level, which tend to 
create fewer shadows and complement both 

inhabitants and objects equally.”

Rhodes 
by Troy Lighting

Tango 
by Corbett Lighting

Bright
   Ideas

Bolton
by Hudson Valley Lighting®
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What’s New
Dispatches on the latest and greatest 
lighting fixtures from the Littman 
Brands, debuting at the 2012 Dallas 
International Lighting Market

Danville
by Hudson Valley Lighting®

Atelier
by Sonneman

Spellbound
by Corbett Lighting

Menlo Park
by Troy Lighting

Quasar 
by Corbett Lighting

Harlow
by Corbett Lighting
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1.  Your dream home is located in: 
 a. The Hamptons 
 b. On Lake Washington in Seattle
 c. Miami’s South Beach
 d. Manhattan’s West Village

2.  You’ve just purchased a new  
     painting. Who is it by? 
 a. Frank Stella 
 b. Norman Rockwell
 c. Andy Warhol  
 d. Henri Matisse

3.  You’ve just booked an all-inclusive dream           
 vacation. Where are you going? 
 a. Wine-tasting in Martha’s Vineyard
 b. A contemporary art tour in Berlin
 c. Saint Tropez in the French Riviera
 d. A cabin in Aspen

4.  You’re in the architecture section     
 at Barnes & Noble – which book     
 do you pick up? 
 a. Thomas Jefferson: Architect: The Interactive Portfolio
 b. Philip Johnson: The Architect in His Own Words
 c. Le Corbusier: Architect of the Twentieth Century
 d. Living Gaudi: The Architect’s Complete Vision

5. You’re shopping for souvenirs  
 while on vacation. What do you buy?
 a. A landscape painting of the town you’re visiting
 b. A handmade jar of jam from the local farmer’s market
 c. A piece of jewelry from the exotic bazaar you visited
 d. Your favorite bottle of wine from the local vineyard

6. If you had to describe your design     
 aesthetic. What would it be? 
 a. Exotic & seductive
 b. Timeless & understated
 c. Casual & contemporary 
 d. Innovative & cutting-edge

7

Style Quiz
Take this enlightening quiz to find out which 
Littman Brand best suits your design taste

7. What’s your favorite pastime? 
 a. Surfing the Internet for the latest gadget
 b. Scouring the local antique shops for hidden treasures
 c. Curling up by the fire, watching your favorite  
     classic movie
 d. Making an appearance at the hottest new spot in town 

8. What’s on your coffee table? 
 a. Popular Mechanics
 b. Vogue
 c. The New Yorker
 d. Real Simple

9. Which of the following quotes do you 
 most relate to? 
 a. “Design should never say, ‘Look at me’; it should 
  always say, ‘Look at this.” 
 b. “Design is an opportunity to continue telling the story,   
  not just to sum everything up.” 
 c. “Design is where science and art break even.” 
 d. “Good design keeps the user happy.” 

10. You’ve been approached to design your own   
 lighting collection. What finish do you choose? 
 a. Soft satin aluminum 
 b. Rustic bronze
 c. Aged brass
 d. Shiny polished nickel

    See back page to find out your   
 Littman lighting style
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Real Light
Three design firms let their lighting projects shine
A room often doesn’t come to life until a designer sees it in real light. With that 
in mind, thousands of fans of the popular Larger Than Light Facebook Page  
(www.facebook.com/largerthanlight) were recently asked to let their best 
lighting designs shine in a social media contest. Dozens of project submissions 
incorporating Troy Lighting, Corbett Lighting and Hudson Valley Lighting® fixtures 
flooded in from across the country, but we narrowed it down to three strong winners.

Vertigo by Corbett Lighting  
Residential Project in Stilwater, OK 

  Designer: M&K Lighting
  Inspiration: “We wanted to show off the homeowner’s personality    
  and style through their lighting designs.”
  Bright Idea: “The Vertigo created a romantic, yet cozy feel that    
  added so much personality to the room.”
  Contact: www.mklighting.net

Bryant Park by Corbett Lighting   
Residential Project, Raleigh, NC 

  Designer: Judy Pickett, FASID & Lauren McKay, ASID
  Inspiration: “The inspiration for this space came from the owner’s
  desire for her home to be glamorous, elegant and designed   
  especially for her!”
  Bright Idea: “Set against a backdrop of bright painted cabinets and 
  tone-on-tone finishes, the deep bronze island chandelier brings   
  drama and excitement to the space.”
  Contact: www.designlinesltd.com

Ray Barbour Photography
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Sausalito by Troy Lighting 
Master Bedroom, 2010 Charleston Symphony Orchestra League 
Showhouse, Charleston, SC 

  Designer: Sandra Ericksen of Sandra Ericksen Design
  Inspiration: “The home is in the historic district of downtown Charleston,
  South Carolina. It was intended to respect tradition but embrace today’s love  
  of comfort and style.”
  Bright Idea: “The lighting was an element that really helped place this 
  90 year-old home in the 21st century and give it a younger vibe.”
  Contact: www.sandraericksen.com
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Hotel to Home
Bring the resort look home



What homeowners haven’t been inspired by a vacation stay at 
a well-designed luxury hotel, only to return home with grand 
visions of bringing a similar look into their living space? One 

property that offers guests such inspiration is the new St. Regis Bahia Beach Resort in 
Puerto Rico. 

Situated on a former coconut plantation with clear views of El Yunque National Rainforest 
and the Atlantic Ocean, the stunning 483-acre resort boasts a private bird sanctuary, 
two miles of private beach, an oceanfront golf course designed by Robert Trent Jones, 
Jr. and a 10,000-square-foot Remède Spa. The resort’s contemporary plantation-
style interiors – as envisioned by Cuba-Fernandez Design – blend seamlessly with 
the lush tropical backdrop, creating a tranquil getaway that will not soon be forgotten 
by visitors. Troy Lighting’s Contract Hospitality Division helped bring the resort site’s 
plantation past into the present with custom chandeliers, linear pendants and sconces 
infused with modern elements.

While Troy Lighting’s Contract Hospitality Division custom-created the lighting fixtures 
specially for the public spaces, meeting rooms and ballroom at the St. Regis Bahia 
Beach Resort, it isn’t difficult to bring the hotel’s style and elegance back home with 
you. Below, we’ve selected two lighting fixtures that embody the St. Regis spirit, yet are 

surprisingly easy to adapt at home on a smaller 
scale: Argyle by Corbett Lighting and Regent by 
Hudson Valley Lighting®.

1 1

St. Regis Bahia Beach Resort, Puerto Rico

Regent  
by Hudson Valley Lighting®

The Argyle pendant by 
Corbett Lighting, with its 
solid brass metalwork, 
candelabra lamping 
and a latticed series 
of beautifully curving 
spokes, is elegant in its 
simplicity yet still feels 
Carribean cool.

The Regent sconce by Hudson Valley 
Lighting® echoes the round form, 
polished nickel finish and delicate 
silk lamp shades found in the St. 
Regis grand ballroom and meeting 
rooms, instantly adding a sense of 
sophistication to the living space.
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Homeowners walk past the wall sconces and 
chandeliers in their home everyday, but few 
are likely aware of what happens behind the 
scenes to create those lighting fixtures. What 
materials were used? How were they designed 
and engineered? These questions may not 
seem important until they pull back the curtain 
and look at the manufacturing standards and 
practices of a company like the Littman Family 
of Brands.

Engineers and designers for the Littman 
Family of Brands work amidst a rich industry 
legacy that includes a domestically-owned, 
150,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in 
City of Industry, California, a 100,000-square-
foot facility in Upstate New York and wholly-
owned manufacturing facilities abroad. The 
brands manufactured and distributed in the 
City of Industry include Troy Lighting, Corbett 
Lighting, Troy Lighting Outdoor and CSL® (Cre-
ative Systems Lighting) which currently encom-
pass custom, contract, RLM, outdoor land-
scape lighting and interior lighting products.

“Currently, about 35 percent of our total inven-
tory is produced in the U.S., and specifically 
the City of Industry,” said Steve Nadell, presi-
dent of Troy-CSL. “I estimate that about 30 
percent of our lantern line will be produced in 
the U.S. by the end of 2012. Moving forward, 
we will continue to develop and expand inte-
rior products produced in City of Industry.”

Arguably, the Littman Family of Brands are 
rare entities in an industry where the majority 
sends their manufacturing to China. In fact, 
it is estimated that 95 percent of production 
lighting today is manufactured in China, with 
the exception of custom or contract work. So 
the fact that Littman Brands are able to take 
a new and original design from concept to full 
production – in-house and on U.S. soil - is as 
uncommon as it is beneficial for the consumer. 
Each step of the way, their wide-ranging and 
refined manufacturing abilities are crucial to 
the quality and integrity of their final products.

“We employ some of the most genuinely  
talented and skilled engineers and designers 
in the industry,” said Dan Gutierrez, vice presi-
dent of manufacturing for Troy-CSL. “They 
strive to ensure that each product they create 
is a reflection of their original artistry and ex-
ceptional manufacturing standards.”

All lighting fixtures are designed to exact-
ing specifications, featuring precise angles 
and contours that require complex machin-
ing and benefit from unrivaled quality assur-
ance processes built in to their manufacturing 
system. Precision and efficiency are achieved 
utilizing the latest in leading-edge tooling, 
equipment and finishing capabilities, includ-
ing: CNC turret press, CNC milling, lathe sta-
tions, computerized precision laser cutting 
equipment, state of the art powder coating 
facilities, large capacity spray booths, quality 
plating baths and chemical finishing tanks,  
TIG Master Welding facilities, shade manu-
facturing and fully integrated production and  
assembly lines.

Lighting 
Behind The Scenes

Why manufacturing matters

The Littman Family of Brands pulls back the curtain to 
reveal the artistry and engineering ingenuity behind their 
lighting products.

Drum by Troy Lighting is 
100 percent made in the USA.



“From a standpoint of both quality and efficiency, 
our cutting-edge equipment and tooling, along 
with our advanced finishing capabilities, allow 
us to create lighting fixtures at the highest level,” 
said Gutierrez.

Additionally, engineers and designers for the Litt-
man Family of Brands achieve the signature quali-
ty and design of their fixtures utilizing a wide range 
of creative and technical processes, both ancient 
and modern, including: stamping, spinning, mill-
ing, lost cast waxing, lathing, hand-blowing glass, 
design in AutoCAD 3-D and LED calibration. By 
using only the best and most efficient methods 
available today, the company can ensure that its 
customers are receiving a quality lighting product.

Homeowners today have plenty of choices when 
it comes to lighting products, but the number of 
lighting companies that engage in high quality 
manufacturing practices are limited. Seeking out 
companies that have a high degree of artistry, 
technical proficiency and rigorous manufacturing 
standards not only ensures homeowners a more 
enjoyable experience, but also a more enlighten-
ing one.
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Clockwise from top left: 
1) A variety of high-quality fabrics
2) A CNC punch press
3) A CNC lathe
4) A craftsman spot-welding the Drum fixture

Ultimately, it is manufacturing at the highest level 
of artistry, technical proficiency and competency, 
which sets the Littman Family of Brands apart 
from its competitors and consistently delivers 
customers a product they can trust and cherish.

2

4

3

1
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Curb Repeal
Five reasons to update your outdoor lighting

Whether you simply want a home makeover or are 
thinking about putting your home on the market, 
the right outdoor lighting can take an exterior from 
functional to fabulous. Not convinced? Here are five 
reasons to punch up the curb appeal or give your 
backyard a boost.

1. Prepare for Visitors

14

With the weather getting cooler, entertaining is moving from outdoors 
to indoors, prompting some homeowners to ask: is my home ready 
to receive guests? For those who have a front porch that is less than 
welcoming, consider brightening your front porch or back porch with a 
stylish and functional lighting fixture that enhances your home’s exterior, 
advises Michael Wasser of Michael Wasser Associates, a landscape 
architecture firm in Boston.

“I often use landscape lighting in my projects to enhance and bring 
new life to a residential landscape,” said Wasser. “Whether updating 
an existing landscape or for new construction, properly designed 
landscape lighting will create great ambiance for outdoor entertainment 
areas and extends the use of these areas into the evening hours. It also 
allows the landscape to be an extension of the indoor spaces.”

Los Olivos 
by Troy Lighting
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3. Plan for Safety
Even if you’re not planning to sell your home, you might want to consider this 
statistic: falls are the foremost cause of home injury, according to the Home Safety 
Council. A well-lighted driveway, walkway or backyard should be considered part 
of home security.

“By brightening a dark driveway, steps and walkways, landscape lighting will provide 
additional safety for your guests,” said Wasser. “Landscape lighting is also an 
effective deterrent of nighttime crime.”

2. Increase Property Value
Ask any real estate agent about increasing evening curb appeal, and he’ll tell you 
that it starts with basic outdoor lighting.

“The home’s exterior and landscaping are the first two things a potential buyer sees,” 
said Jan Horn, founder and managing director of Coldwell Banker’s Architectural 
Division, which specializes in selling high-end architecturally significant homes. 
“Adding stylish outdoor lighting and landscape lighting are two easy, cost effective 
ways to dramatically improve a home’s curb appeal. For a lot of homebuyers, 
especially in Southern California, it’s not just about enjoying the landscaping after 
dark – but also about creating a sophisticated outdoor atmosphere for year-round 
entertaining.”

Proper outdoor lighting could mean a second viewing or maybe even a higher sale 
price in some cases. Horn adds that an investment in outdoor lighting can yield up 
to a 50 percent return: “When you pull into a driveway and see a beautiful home, 
you’re going to pay more for it.”

LED Steplights by CSL® 

Creative Systems Lighting
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4. Go Green
When we say ‘green,’ we are not talking about your landscaping. Energy-efficient lighting, 
and specifically LEDs, are now the light source of choice for lighting designers. Many cities, 
including several in Massachusetts, now require outdoor LED lights for new residential 
projects.

LED lights provide almost 60,000 hours to the life of the bulb, which translates to 10-15 
years. LED lights also generate little to no heat, which makes them extremely safe to use 
and they require virtually no maintenance.

“LEDs are less expensive than they were a few years ago and because of their efficiency, 
they are often used as part of sustainable or green design projects,” said Wasser. “Not 
to mention, they provide high-quality light output. Because they are available in multiple 
colors, a designer can have great fun in using them in the landscape, especially in pool and 
entertainment areas.”

5. Darken Up

INSTALLATION TIPS

Install energy-efficient low voltage lighting, 
such as the LED Steplight from Troy 
Landscape, along your sidewalks and 
steps to light up walkways.

Add an attractive light fixture to your front 
porch or a decorative street lamp to your 
front yard. Both the Mill Valley lamp 
post and the Edison wall mount by Troy 
Lighting Outdoor bring touches of chic 
to the outside.

Make sure lighting that is visible through 
front doors and windows enhances the 
home’s appearance.

If you live in a Dark Sky designated area, 
make sure to choose genuine Dark Sky 
compliant light fixtures, such as the 
Quincy by Troy Lighting Outdoor. Also 
look for fixtures that have flat lenses and 
a reflector at the top of the casing.

Disc by CSL® 
Creative Systems Lighting

Going dark may sound like the opposite of what you are trying to achieve with outdoor 
lighting, but many cities – like Tucson and Aspen – have adopted Dark Sky Compliance 
laws to reduce light pollution. States that currently have Dark Sky compliant laws at the 
state, county or city level include: Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, 
Hawaii, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Rhode 
Island, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. If you live in one of these areas, 
it’s important to make sure you are choosing outdoor light fixtures that project 
light downward without releasing lighting upward into the atmosphere or 
outward past the intended projected path. And don’t forget that there are 
always exceptions: swimming pool lighting, lighting for stairs and ramps, 
sign lighting, holiday and temporary lighting and low voltage landscape 
lighting are all exempt from Dark Sky Compliance. For more information, 
visit darksky.org.

Edison by Troy Lighting Outdoor

Quincy by Troy Lighting Outdoor

Mill Valley by Troy Lighting Outdoor



Kathryn M. Ireland shares her golden rules for lighting, 
creating warmth and making a room your stage

DESIGNING 
   FOR DRAMA

Morgan by Troy Lighting
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What happens when you put 
a weathered coffee table,  
vibrant Ralli quilts and a 
18th century-style French 

chandelier in one room? The bohemian  
design aesthetic of British-born interior designer,  
Kathryn M. Ireland.

Named one of America’s top 25 designers 
by Elle Décor, Ireland has created drama in  
clients’ homes since the early 1990s – but is 
also making drama on Bravo’s hit television 
series “Million Dollar Decorators,” currently 
filming its second season now. Clearly one to 
watch, Ireland is an established author and has 
recently published her third book, Summers in 
France, detailing her carefree but refined ap-
proach to combining antiques with flea market 
finds and creating a home style that has been 
described as “seat-of-the-pants chic.”

Today, her signature look extends from fabrics 
to furniture and beyond. Will she venture into 
the lighting world? No one can say yet – but 
one thing is certain – Ireland is the queen of the 
unexpected. We recently checked in with her 
to enlighten us on the art of building drama in 
a room.

When you design a space, how does light-
ing factor into the ambiance you want to 
create? Lighting sets the stage for a room. 
You can create so much drama with light-
ing; it’s the theater and backdrop for who you 
want to be inside that space. We are the ac-
tors in our homes; we wear our clothes as 
costumes and we must make sure the am-
biance fits the occasion. Lighting is one of 
the most important and often overlooked  
aspects of a room.

If a homeowner wanted to use lighting to 
create drama in a space, where should 
he/she start? I am a fan of lovely, discrete 
lighting. I think it’s great to have direct light 
in kitchens and bathrooms, but I often see 
rooms that are over-lit. I think the best lighting 
comes from low lighting with wall sconces, 
chandeliers and lamps.

In your mind, what is the key to defining 
and implementing the perfect balance of 
lighting in a space? You really need to be in 
the space to see the lighting. It’s important that 
the lighting is equal within the room without any 
dark “holes.” The most important thing for me 
is having all of the lighting on dimmers so that 
you can regulate the brightness of your lighting. 
I do it with everything: wall sconces, lamps and 
chandeliers. It’s my golden rule to decorating. I 
can’t live without dimmers.

Ireland selected Troy Lighting’s classic Circa 1910 
pendants and wall mounted sconces  for installation in 
the stable room for  the “House of Windsor,” a project 
spearheaded by Windsor Smith, VERANDA and a host 
of other leading designers.  “The Circa 1910  delivered 
the rustic punch of hand-forged cast iron metalwork 
that was essential to the conversion of a real stable into 
a beautiful and functional living space,” said Ireland. 
“Versatile, chic and unpretentious, Troy Lighting works 
in so many settings.”
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CHOOSE 
THE RIGHT 
LIGHTING 
Tips for Sizing
Foyer
For a single story, the chandelier can hang 
no lower than seven feet from the floor. A 
multi-level entrance with a window calls 
for lighting to be hung so it can be viewed 
from the outside.

Bath
Fixtures can be centered over or mounted 
at eye-level on either side of the vanity to 
allow for balanced lighting on your face.

Bedroom
Lighting centrally placed on the ceiling 
allows for thorough light distribution, while 
sconces on both sides of the bed create 
ambiance.

Dining Room
Chandeliers should be the central feature 
and chosen appropriately to the size of 
the room.

Kitchen
Placing two to five mini pendants 
consecutively along a countertop, 
breakfast bar or kitchen island is 
functional, yet adds an element of design.

What are some other considerations home-
owners should take into account when select-
ing lighting? The finish. Is it going to be rubbed 
bronze or nickel? Consider what style your house 
is. Is it contemporary, classic or both? Personally, 
I prefer fixtures that look more aged. The same 
goes for the exterior of a home. You really need 
to consider where you are and what you’re build-
ing. I tend to lean more towards traditional than 
modern. I like cohesiveness in lighting. When in 
doubt, stay very classic.

Your aesthetic has been described as  
“comfortable and bohemian.” What are some 
lighting fixtures that bring that style “home” 
for you? I define my style as very classic: Bohemia 
meets a stately home. My bohemian side comes 
from my ethnic roots; whereas my classic side 
comes from the knowledge I gained while spend-
ing time in Georgian houses in England and Ireland. 
Some of my favorite fixtures come from the early 
to late 18th century, whether it be Swedish, Italian 
or French design. I don’t like anything too overly 
elaborate. Certainly Venetian chandeliers are exqui-
site, of course, but there is a very fine line in both 
lighting and furniture – you must be careful that it’s 

not too much. I don’t like it when any one piece 
takes over a room; every piece is as important as 
the next. I like everything to live together nicely and 
use restraint, even though I use a lot of color and 
pattern. I try to be respectful of the other pieces in 
the room, especially antiques because they’re the 
oldest and deserve it.

Your book Summers in France covers every-
thing from entertaining tips to home decorat-
ing rules for vacation spots. If a homeowner 
were going by the book, how should they  
select lighting for their vacation home? The 
vacation home is where you unwind and relax. It 
should have more low light (especially at night), 
since people are on holiday and want to kick back 
a bit.

If you could leave our readers with one piece 
of advice about lighting, what would it be? 
Dimmers! And don’t over light a room.

“You wouldn’t attend a board meeting in dim light 
just like you wouldn’t wear your negligee in bright light.”

GET KATHRYN’S 
LIGHTING LOOK  

Alexander by Troy Lighting Heirloom by 
Hudson Valley Lighting®

Seville by Troy Lighting

19

You can find out more 
about Kathryn M. 
Ireland’s style at www.
kathrynireland.com. Her 
current book, Summers 
in France, is available 
on www.amazon.com.
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1. The new standards and regulations remain on  
the books 
The National Electrical Manufacturers Association, the trade group whose 
members produce more than 95 percent of the light bulbs sold in the 
United States, says its members have already prepared to comply with 
the new rules and invested millions since Congress approved the stan-
dards in 2007 – which remain in effect even if they will not be enforced.

2. You do not need to replace your 100-watt in-
candescent light bulbs before September 30, 2012
Although you could save between 25 to 75 percent in energy costs, you 
can keep using the traditional incandescent variety until they burn out — 
but they will no longer be available at most retail stores if the law goes 
into effect in September.

3. Most older lighting fixtures will accept new, 
more efficient bulbs
 
If you’re worried about existing decorative pendant or chandelier fixtures 
working with newer energy-saving bulbs, rest assured that most fixtures 
are equipped with conventional, medium screw-based sockets. Most 
manufacturers, including Troy Lighting, Corbett Lighting and Hudson 
Valley Lighting®, design lighting fixtures that are about the same size as 
the bulbs they are replacing to make the transition easy for consumers.

4. The law does not affect all light bulbs
 
Various specialty bulbs are exempt, including appliance bulbs, 
heavy-duty bulbs, colored lights, three-way bulbs and some oth-
ers. The EISA also provides for a three-year phase-out schedule that 
starts with the 100-watt incandescents in 2012, followed by 75-watt 
incandescents in 2013, and 60-watt and 40-watt bulbs in 2014. 

5. You still have options
 
Three options, in fact: halogen, compact fluorescent and solid state 
(LED). New halogen light bulbs are offered in wattages that are compli-
ant with new maximum rated wattages: 29-watt, 43-watt, 53-watt and 
72-watt. The new halogen bulbs are designed to look like old incan-
descents, plus they can be installed in any location that currently uses 
incandescents. Compared to halogen, CFLs and LEDs use significantly 
less energy. On average, consumers will spend about $1.20 on an EN-
ERGY STAR CFL bulb and $1.00 to operate an ENERGY STAR LED 
bulb each year—compared to $4.80 on a traditional incandescent bulb. 
CFL bulbs come in all types of color temperature, however they have 
trace amounts of mercury and must be disposed of and/or recycled 
with care. LED bulbs do not contain mercury, but are more expensive 
than the average CFL. However, with LED technology advancing rapidly, 
costs and light output are quickly coming down. Three years ago when 
Littman Brands started using LEDs, they were producing an average of 
25-30 lumens per watt. With all of the advancement of junction tem-
perature, they can produce up to 100 lumens per watt.

The Light Bulb Ban
Five things you should know about the law

The traditional incandescent light bulb might have won a nine-
month reprieve, but the Energy Independence and Security 
Act (EISA) ban of the 100-watt incandescent light bulb may still 
go into effect as early as September 30, 2012. What could the 
legislation mean for your household?

Information courtesy of the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
“Frequently Asked Questions: Lighting Choices to Save 
You Money.”  www.energysavers.gov
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CSL® Creative Systems Lighting

Shown above: Orb 
by CSL® Creative Systems Lighting
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The Art of      
Layer ing

Lighting as it relates to interiors is both an art and a science best left to 
experts. Nancy Goldstein of Nancy Goldstein Design, LLC (www.ngdesign.
net) is one such expert: she has been a practicing lighting designer for over 
25 years and is the immediate past president of the Designers Lighting 
Forum/New England (DLFNE).

“Residential clients are becoming more educated on the importance of 
layering light in their homes,” said Goldstein. “LED lighting is making great 
strides in the residential market. The energy efficiency has always been 
attractive, but color rendering has been less than desirable – about on par 
with standard fluorescents. High quality LED sources are now approaching 
halogen in color, and this makes them ideal for use in projects that value 
beauty without sacrifice to sustainability.”

We recently asked her to weigh in on the all-important concept of layering 
light. She provided us with three essential how-tos.

A lighting designer shares her layering how-tos

Alpine
by Hudson Valley Lighting®
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Ambient Luxe: Create general illumination with recessed fixtures, ceiling mounted 
or suspended fixtures with diffusing glass and indirect lighting from suspended bowls.

Task Master: Use adjustable 
recessed fixtures with bright and crisp halogen  
sources. Add decorative pendants above a 
kitchen island or linear surface lighting (kitchen 
under cabinet or interior cabinet lighting). 
In the bath, make sure to install bathroom 
sconces or bath bars that light up faces well. 
Articulating reading lamps and directional desk 
lamps are also important for layering.

Eye Candy: Bring in light fixtures to add 
‘sparkle’ to a room. This could mean a crystal 
chandelier, a pair of sconces with art-glass shades or a 
polished nickel pendant with a lot of shine.

Invizilite Generation 2 
by CSL® Creative Systems Lighting

Eco Downlight 
by CSL® Creative Systems Lighting
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Style Quiz ANSWERS

If you picked mostly “A,” you’ll love CSL®  Creative Systems Lighting
When it comes to lighting design, you put a premium on technology and 
performance. You also appreciate innovation, all while maintaining a distinct 
personality and sleek design.

If you picked mostly “B,” you’ll love Troy Lighting
You’re all about cool, casual and contemporary style, but with an eye  
towards that perfect confluence of quality and value.

If you picked mostly “C,” you’ll love Corbett Lighting
You have an eye for the exotic and a penchant for displaying your bold 
personality. You’re living proof that luxury is a way of life that extends to the 
finest of details.

If you picked mostly “D,” you’ll love Hudson Valley Lighting®

You understand the value of being understated, appreciate authenticity and 
quality craftsmanship, and strive to achieve a designer environment that 
exudes elegance and timelessness.

Gresham Park
by Hudson Valley Lighting®


